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TL ELEMENTS: SOLIDS – INTERACTION TOOL \\ GUIDE 

TL Elements SOLIDS/TL SOLIDS 2.0 is a tool that performs checks for intersections, joined elements and cut possibilities, as well as automatic operations of 

join, cut and join order switching for multiple elements in Revit. You can use the core functionalities of the TL Elements lists to handle elements selection 

and visualization. The standard TL Elements integrated visualization tools are also available to improve this workflow. 

This is a guide to get you started on the basics of the command. Please, keep in mind that, in addition to this and any other support material, TL Elements/TL 

Solids 2.0 also provides helpful tooltips with descriptions of features that you may invoke by hovering your mouse over the buttons of the application. 
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TL Solids Interface 

 

As we can see in the image, the Solids command shows a centered set of visualization tools and two lists in its user interface. The first one, on the left side, 

is used to list a variety of Revit elements (Elements Retrieval List) and the second one, on the right side, is used to list Revit elements in specific interactions 

with the elements in the first list (Interacting Elements List), depending on the chosen Check/Operation. These elements may be retrieved from Revit 

either by user selection, filtering or specific operations and become available to be used by the TL Solids features as soon as their respective checkboxes 

are checked. Above each list we can find tools for elements retrieval and below them we can find buttons and options to execute the featured operations 

of the command for the checked elements in the lists. To learn how to use the controls in lists and the visualization tools, please, refer to the TL List and TL 

Visualization Tools guides. 
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ELEMENTS RETRIEVAL 

The tools that we have right above the list on the left-hand side (Elements Retrieval List) of the TL Solids interface will help us to retrieve and list elements of 

multiple categories. These elements will be used in interaction checks that function as requirements for specific solids operations, as we are going to explain 

in other topics of this guide.  

 

Retrieving Elements by Category 
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Above the Elements Retrieval List there is a dropdown box with all the Revit categories found in the active Revit project. In the first image, we are choosing 

the Structural Framing category, for example.  

 

After the selection of the category, we can click the Retrieve Elements button (the one presented as a filter, as indicated in the second image) to fill the 

respective list with all elements of the selected category found in the project (if the list already presents elements, these will be overridden).  
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In the third image we can see the result in our example project: the Elements Retrieval List is filled with all 56 instances of the selected category present in 

the project (and highlighted in the Revit view once they are all checked in the list, also, keep in mind that we are using a section box in our example, so the 

number of retrieved elements may frequently be bigger than the number of visible elements). 
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Adding Elements of specific Category to the List 

 

On the dropdown box above the Elements Retrieval List, we will select another specific category now. In the first image, we are choosing the Structural 

Columns category.  
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After the selection of the category, we can click the Add Elements button (the one presented as a plus sign, as indicated in the second image) to add the 

elements of the chosen category to the list (in addition to any elements already listed).  
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In the third image we can see the result in our example: 54 structural columns were added to the 56 structural framing elements that were already listed, 

resulting in a list with 110 elements in total. 
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Removing Elements of specific Category from the List 

 

To remove all elements of a specific category from the list, first we select the category in the dropdown box.  
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Then we can click the Remove Elements button (the one presented as a minus sign, as indicated in the second image).  
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In the third image we specifically removed the structural framing elements we had previously retrieved (as indicated in the first image). 
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Clearing the Elements Retrieval List 

 

To clear all elements listed in the Elements Retrieval List, we must click the Clear Retrieved Elements button above the list (as indicated in the image). 
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Retrieving Already Selected Elements to the List 

 

If the Override List option in the menu Application>On Sending Elements to Lists is enabled and we have already selected elements of the currently 

selected category in the Revit active view, we can list them on the Elements Retrieval List by clicking the Retrieve Elements by Picking button (the one 

presented as an arrow inside a selection square, as indicated in the first image). 
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In the second image we can see that, from all those elements that were already selected in the Revit active view (as seen in the first image), 22 of them 

present the selected category (Structural Framing) and were automatically listed in the Elements Retrieval List. 

Please, note that only element of the chosen category will be listed. So, if you want to fill the list with elements of any category, make sure to set the 

dropdown box to the “All Categories” option. 
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Retrieving Elements by Picking 

 

In order to manually pick elements in the Revit active view to fill the Elements Retrieval List, it is mandatory that no element is currently selected or checked 

(as seen in the first image). We chose the “Structural Framing” category to filter our retrieval. 

Also, the Override List option in the menu Application>On Sending Elements to Lists must be enabled. Under this condition, by clicking the Retrieve 

Elements by Picking button (the one presented as an arrow inside a selection square, as indicated in the first image) the user is allowed to pick elements 

of the selected category in the Revit active view.  
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Once the selection is done, the Finish button can be clicked in the Revit interface (as seen in the second image) and the picked elements of the selected 

category will fill the Elements Retrieval List (if the list already presents elements, these will be overridden).  
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In the third image we can see that only the elements of the Structural Framing category were listed.  

Please, note that only elements of the chosen category will be listed. So, if you want to fill the list with elements of any category, make sure to set the 

dropdown box to the “All Categories” option. 
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Adding Elements to the List by Picking 

 

In order to add elements manually picked in the Revit active view to already listed elements in the Elements Retrieval List, we need to choose the Add to 

List option in the menu Application>On Sending Elements to Lists (as seen in the first image).  
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Also, we chose the “Structural Columns” category to filter our retrieval. Under this condition, by clicking the Retrieve Elements by Picking button (the one 

now presented as a plus sign inside a selection square, as indicated in the second image) the user is allowed to pick elements of the selected category in 

the Revit active view.  
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Once the selection is done, the Finish button can be clicked in the Revit interface (as seen in the third image) and the picked elements of the selected 

category will be added to the Elements Retrieval List (in addition to any elements already listed).  
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In the fourth image we can see that all those structural columns that were picked in Revit in the fourth image were added to the list that already had 22 

retrieved structural faming elements from the last example (resulting in a total of 50 retrieved elements).  

Please, note that only elements of the chosen category will be added to the list. So, if you want to add elements of any category, make sure to set the 

dropdown box to the “All Categories” option. 
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Removing Elements from the List by Picking 

 

In order to remove elements manually picked in the Revit active view from the Elements Retrieval List (if they are listed), we need to choose the Remove 

from List option in the menu Application>On Sending Elements to Lists (as seen in the first image).  
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Also, we chose the “Structural Framing” category to filter our retrieval. Under this condition, by clicking the Retrieve Elements by Picking button (the one 

now presented as a minus sign inside a selection square, as indicated in the second image) the user is allowed to pick elements of the selected category in 

the Revit active view.  
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Once the selection is done, the Finish button can be clicked in the Revit interface (as seen in the third image) and the picked elements of the currently 

selected category that are already listed will be removed from the Elements Retrieval List.  
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In the fourth image we can see that 22 of all those structural framing elements that were picked in the fourth image were among the initial 50 elements 

listed. Then, they were removed from the list (resulting in a total of 28 retrieved elements).  

Please, note that only elements of the chosen category will be removed from the list. So, if you want to remove elements of any category, make sure to 

set the dropdown box to the “All Categories” option. 
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Filling the Elements Retrieval List using TL Filter 

Important: this feature is only available for the TL Solids command present in the TL Elements application. The free version of TL Solids does not 

include access to the TL Filter feature. 

 

Whenever we want to use TL Filter to retrieve elements for the Elements Retrieval List (for more details on how to retrieve elements using TL Filter, please, 

refer to the TL Elements: Filter – Retrieval Tool guide), we can click the Slide to TL Filter button (the one presented as an arrow pointing to the left side, 

as indicated in the first image) to access the TL Filter command. 
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In the TL Filter interface, we must retrieve the collection of elements we want to send to the Elements Retrieval List in the TL Solids command. In the example 

shown in the second image, we filtered all structural framing elements of the “14,0 x 50,0” type in the TL Filter interface. Also, the Override List option in 

the menu Application>On Sending Elements to Lists must be enabled. Under this condition, by clicking the Send Elements to TL Solids button (the one 

with the TL Solids icon, as indicated in the second image) we send the elements in the list to the Elements Retrieval List in TL Solids.  
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As seen in the third image, all 56 structural framing elements sent by TL Filter are now filling the Elements Retrieval List in TL Solids (if the list already 

presented elements, these were overridden).  
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Adding Elements to the Elements Retrieval List using TL Filter 

Important: this feature is only available for the TL Solids command present in the TL Elements application. The free version of TL Solids does not 

include access to the TL Filter feature. 

 

We can as well use TL Filter to retrieve elements to add to the existing ones in the Elements Retrieval List (for more details on how to retrieve elements using 

TL Filter, please, refer to the TL Elements: Filter – Retrieval Tool topic). 
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Back in the TL Filter interface, in order to perform the addition of the elements to the destination list, we need to choose the Add to List option in the menu 

Application>On Sending Elements to Lists (as seen in the first image).  

 

The Sending Mode icon in the TL Filter interface should now present the “plus sign” (as seen in the second image).  

We must also retrieve the collection of elements we want to add to the Elements Retrieval List in the TL Solids command. In the example shown in the 

second image, we filtered all structural column elements of the “14,0 x 26,0” type in the TL Filter interface.  
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Under this setting, by clicking the Send Elements to TL Solids button (the one with the TL Solids icon, as indicated in the second image) we add the 

elements in the list to the ones already listed in the Elements Retrieval List in TL Solids.  

 

As seen in the third image, all the 54 structural columns sent by TL Filter are now added to the Elements Retrieval List in TL Solids (there were 56 elements 

in the list, now we have 110 with the new ones that were retrieved in TL Filter).  
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Removing Elements from the Elements Retrieval List using TL Filter 

Important: this feature is only available for the TL Solids command present in the TL Elements application. The free version of TL Solids does not 

include access to the TL Filter feature. 

 

We can as well use TL Filter to retrieve elements to remove from the Elements Retrieval List (for more details on how to retrieve elements using TL Filter, 

please, refer to the TL Elements: Filter – Retrieval Tool topic). 
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Back in the TL Filter interface, in order to perform the removal of the elements from the destination list, we need to choose the Remove from List option in 

the menu Application>On Sending Elements to Lists (as seen in the first image).  

 

The Sending Mode icon in the TL Filter interface should now present the “minus sign” (as seen in the second image).  

We must also retrieve the collection of elements we want to remove from the Elements Retrieval List in the TL Solids command. In the example shown in 

the second image, we filtered all structural framing elements of the “14,0 x 50,0” type in the TL Filter interface (as we have done previously).  
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Under this setting, by clicking the Send Elements to TL Solids button (the one with the TL Solids icon, as indicated in the second image) we remove the 

elements in the list from the Elements Retrieval List in TL Solids (in case they are present in the latter).  

 

As seen in the third image, all the 56 structural framing elements sent by TL Filter are now removed from the Elements Retrieval List in TL Solids (they were 

also listed in the destination list and therefore removed from it, leaving 54 listed elements in total from the original 110).  
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Retrieval of Elements from Linked Models 

Due to limitations in the way how Revit works, the solids operations performed by TL Solids only apply to elements in the active project. Elements from 

linked projects are not allowed in solids operations. However, interaction checks can list these elements. 

 

In the first image we can see the message that results from an attempt to retrieve structural columns from a linked project.  
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Above the Elements Retrieval List, we can find the Allow Linked Models toggle button (as indicated in the second image). By enabling it, all the retrievals 

and checks in TL Solids will include elements from linked projects.  
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In the third image we can see the result in our example project: the Elements Retrieval List is filled with all 54 instances of the Structural Columns category 

present in the linked project (although they are all checked in the list, they are not highlighted in the Revit active view, due to Revit limitations). 
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INTERACTION CHECKS 

The tools that we have right above the list on the right-hand side (Interacting Elements List) of the TL Solids interface will help us to retrieve and list elements 

in specific interactions with the elements listed in the Elements Retrieval List. The retrieved elements will be listed and grouped by their respective element 

in the Elements Retrieval List and can be used in solids operations (join, cut, switch join order), as we are going to explain in other topics of this guide.  

 

Check for Intersections 

 

The first mode of interaction check is the check for Intersections between elements (as seen in the first image). This feature is relevant for the purpose of 

simply visualizing clashes between elements or as the requirement for Join operations in TL Solids (more on this topic ahead).  
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To better explain this concept, in the second image we have a structural column intersecting a wall.  

The wall is not being cut or joined to the geometry of the column, keeping its original geometry (as seen in the third image, where we have hidden the 

column), also, the column is not being cut or joined by the wall. This is an example of a clash/intersection between elements. 
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Check for Joined elements 

 

The next mode of interaction check is the check for Joined elements (as seen in the first image). This feature is relevant for the purpose of simply visualizing 

joined elements or as the requirement for the Unjoin or Switch Join Order operations in TL Solids (more on these topics ahead).  
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To better explain this concept, in the second image we have the same structural column intersecting the same wall we have seen in the last example. But 

this time both elements have their geometries joined. This means that, according to the hierarchy of their layers/materials or selection order, the stronger 

geometries prevail in space against weaker geometries in the clash/intersection between both elements.  

As seen in the third image, the structural column’s geometry prevails over the wall’s geometry, cutting it. This is an example of a “join” situation between 

elements. 
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Check for Can Cut situation 

 

The next mode of interaction check is the check for Can Cut situation between elements (as seen in the first image). This feature is relevant for the purpose 

of simply visualizing elements and the ones that they can cut or as the requirement for Cut operations in TL Solids (more on this topic ahead).  
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To better explain this concept, in the second image we have a structural column inside/intersecting an architectural column. The architectural column is not 

surrounding the structural column.  

Both are clashing in space (as seen in the third image). This is an example of a “can cut” situation between elements (not all cases of clash/intersection 

configure a can cut situation, though, this is totally dependent on Revit permission to cut certain categories and elements).  
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Check for Cut elements 

 

The next mode of interaction check is the check for Cut elements (as seen in the first image). This feature is relevant for the purpose of simply visualizing 

elements cut by other elements or as the requirement for the Uncut or Switch Join Order operations in TL Solids (more on these topics ahead).  
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To better explain this concept, in the second image we have the same structural column clashing with the same architectural column we have seen in the 

last example.  

But this time the architectural column cuts the geometry of the structural column, as seen in the third and fourth images. This is an example of a “cut” 

situation between elements. 
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INTERSECTION CHECK RETRIEVAL 

As previously stated, the retrieval tools above the list on the right-hand side (Interacting Elements List) of the TL Solids interface will help us to retrieve and 

list elements for the selected interaction check. Let’s see the available tools for the Intersection Check. All of them will work the same way for all the other 

interaction checks.  

 

Checking for Interacting Elements 
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Once we have a list of elements in the Elements Retrieval List, we can check for elements in specific interactions with these listed elements. In the first image 

we have a list with 155 structural elements (columns, beams and floors) in the Elements Retrieval List, and now we want to check for intersections between 

these elements and elements of the Walls category. 

 

Above the Interacting Elements List there is a dropdown box with all the categories found in the active Revit project. In the second image, we are choosing 

the Walls category.  
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After the selection of the category, we can click the Check button (the one presented as a filter, as indicated in the third image) to fill the Interacting Elements 

List with all elements of the selected category in intersection with the elements listed in the Elements Retrieval List (if the list already presents elements, 

these will be overridden), grouped by their respective interacting element.  
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In the fourth image we can see the result in our example project: the Interacting Elements List is filled with all the 200 walls that intersect the structural 

columns listed on the left side (and grouped by them). It does not mean that these are 200 different wall instances in the model, keep in mind that one 

element can be in intersection with multiple other elements, which is quite commonly the case for Wall elements. 
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Adding Interacting Elements to the List 

 

On the dropdown box above the Interacting Elements List, we will select another specific category now. In the first image, we are choosing the Floors 

category, for example.  
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After the selection of the category, we can click the Check and Add button (the one presented as a plus sign, as indicated in the second image) to add the 

elements of the chosen category in intersection with the elements in the Elements Retrieval List to the Interacting Elements List (in addition to any elements 

already listed), grouped by their respective interacting element.  
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In the third image we can see the result in our example: 25 intersections of Floor elements were added to the 200 intersection of walls that were already 

listed, resulting in a list with 225 intersections in total. It does not mean that these new elements are 25 different floor instances in the model, keep in mind 

that one element can be in intersection with multiple other elements, which is quite commonly the case for Floor elements. 
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Removing Elements of specific Category from the List 

 

To remove all elements of a specific category from the Interacting Elements List, first we select the category in the dropdown box and then we can click the 

Remove Elements button (the one presented as a minus sign, as indicated in the first image).  
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In the second image we specifically removed all walls that we had previously retrieved (as indicated in the first image). 
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Clearing the Interacting Elements List 

 

To clear all elements listed in the Interacting Elements List, we must click the Clear Interacting Elements button above the list (as indicated in the image). 
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Including Adjacent Elements in Checks 

 

In the first image we have an example of an Intersection check between Wall elements. The 70 results seen in the image include only elements in actual 

clash intersection.  
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In order to include elements that just touch or intersect the bounding box* of the elements listed in the Elements Retrieval List, we can enable the Adjacency 

in Checks toggle button (as seen in the second image).   

* Bounding box is the 3D box that conceptually encloses each model element in Revit views. 
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In the third image we can see the result of the same Intersection check, but now with the inclusion of the adjacent walls for each listed wall. 
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Excluding Structural Elements in Checks 

 

In the first image we have an example of an Intersection check between Wall elements and Floor elements. The 150 results seen in the image include 

structural and non-structural floors.  
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In case we need to exclude elements that have their “Structural” built-in parameter marked as “Yes”, we can expand the menu at the top and enable the 

Exclude Structural in Checks toggle button (as seen in the second image). 
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In the third image we can see the result of the same Intersection check, but now with the exclusion of the structural floors for each listed wall (before, we 

had 150 intersections, now we have 120). It does not mean that 30 different instances of structural floor were excluded, keep in mind that one element can 

be in intersection with multiple other elements, which is quite commonly the case for Floor elements, so, the exclusion of one element may mean the 

exclusion of multiple intersections. 
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Excluding Non-Structural Elements in Checks 

 

In case we need to exclude elements that have their “Structural” built-in parameter marked as “No”, we can expand the menu at the top and enable the 

Exclude Non-Structural in Checks toggle button (as seen in the first image). 
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In the second image we can see the result of the same Intersection check done before, but now with the exclusion of the non-structural floors for each listed 

wall (before, we had 150 intersections, now we have 32). It does not mean that 118 different instances of non-structural floor were excluded, keep in mind 

that one element can be in intersection with multiple other elements, which is quite commonly the case for Floor elements, so, the exclusion of one element 

may mean the exclusion of multiple intersections. 
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JOINED CHECK RETRIEVAL 

All the explanation provided in the Intersection Check Retrieval section applies to retrievals done in the Joined check mode as well.  

 

CAN CUT CHECK RETRIEVAL 

All the explanation provided in the Intersection Check Retrieval section applies to retrievals done in the Can Cut check mode as well.  

 

CUT CHECK RETRIEVAL 

All the explanation provided in the Intersection Check Retrieval section applies to retrievals done in the Cut check mode as well.  
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SAVED SELECTION SET 

Sometimes the user may want to store a specific collection of elements to load whenever he/she wants in the Elements Retrieval List or to limit the interaction 

checks. This is possible in TL Solids through the Saved Selection Set feature.  

 

Adding Elements to the Saved Selection Set 

 

Whenever items in any of the lists are checked, it is possible to store them in the Saved Selection Set by clicking the Add to Saved Selection Set button 

(the one presented as a plus sign, as indicated in the first image). By doing it, we store all checked elements from the Elements Retrieval List and the 

Interacting Elements List in the Saved Selection Set (represented by the box with a number to the left of the indicated button). 
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In the second image we see the result of the addition in our example: all elements checked in the Elements Retrieval List and the Interacting Elements List 

were stored in the Saved Selection Set (as indicated in the image). The fact that only 90 elements were stored, instead of the 54 plus 256 checked elements, 

means that there are repeated elements in several listed interactions (the Saved Selection Set does not store one element more than once). 
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Remove Elements from the Saved Selection Set 

 

Whenever items in any of the lists are checked, it is also possible to remove them from the Saved Selection Set (if it contains these elements) by clicking the 

Remove from Saved Selection Set button (the one presented as a minus sign, as indicated in the first image). By doing it, we remove all checked elements 

in the Elements Retrieval List and the Interacting Elements List from the Saved Selection Set. 
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In the second image we see the result of the removal in our example: all elements checked in the Interacting Elements List (the ones in the other list were 

unchecked) were removed from the Saved Selection Set (as indicated in the image), leaving only 54 of the original 90 elements.  
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Clearing the Saved Selection Set 

 

It is possible to clear all elements stored in the Saved Selection Set by clicking the Clear Saved Selection Set button (as indicated in the first image). 
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Loading Elements from the Saved Selection Set 

 

Whenever the user wants to use the stored elements set in interaction checks, it is possible to load the elements from the Saved Selection Set into the 

Elements Retrieval List by clicking the Load Saved Selection Set button (the one presented as an up arrow, as indicated in the first image). By doing it, any 

existing collection of elements in the Elements Retrieval List will be overridden by the elements loaded from the Saved Selection Set. 
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In the second image we see the result of the loading in our example: all elements that were stored in the Saved Selection Set are now listed in Elements 

Retrieval List. 
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Locking Checks to the Saved Selection Set 

 

It is also possible to use the Saved Selection Set to limit the results of interaction checks. In the first image, for example, we have the result of an Intersection 

check between walls and elements of all possible categories. 607 intersection cases were found. 
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Let’s say we want to limit this result to elements currently stored in the Saved Selection Set. This can be done by enabling the Saved Selection Set Lock 

toggle button (as indicated in the second image). Also, in the second image we have the example of a Saved Selection Set with 36 Structural Framing 

elements. 
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In the third image we see the result of a new Intersection check, but this time with the Saved Selection Lock enabled: only the elements stored in the Saved 

Selection Set that present intersection with the walls were listed. 
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Using the Saved Selection Set window 

 

We can manage the elements stored in the Saved Selection Set in a proper and dedicated user interface. In order to do it, we must open the Saved Selection 

Set window, which can be done in two ways: by clicking the box with the elements counter (as indicated in the first image) …  
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…or by accessing the menu Tools>Saved Selection Set (as seen in the second image). 
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In the third image we can see the interface of the Saved Selection Set window. There we have all stored elements listed, a set of visualization tools (to learn 

how to use the controls in lists and the visualization tools, please, refer to the TL List and TL Visualization Tools topics) and the same set of tools to manage 

the Saved Selection Set that we have seen on the previous topics (as indicated in the image). 
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SOLIDS OPERATIONS 

Once we have checked elements in the Interacting Elements List, we can proceed to perform specific solids operations (depending on the check done). 

Let’s see each of these possible solids operations.  

 

Join Operation 
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In the first image we can see that all structural elements in our example (such as the visible concrete beam) are clashing/intersecting walls. 

 

In the second image we have the result of an Intersection check between all structural elements (columns, beams and floors) and wall elements in the model. 

Once we have a list of elements in the Interacting Elements List that results from an Intersection check or an Unjoin operation (more on this ahead), we can 

use the Join button (as indicated in the second image) and TL Solids will try to perform the Revit Join Geometry operation between the checked intersecting 

elements. 
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In the third image we see the result of the Join operation in the model: the structural elements and walls now have their geometries joined (with the structural 

ones prevailing). 

After a Join operation, the Unjoin and Switch Join Order operations become available. 
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Unjoin Operation 

 

Once we have a list of elements in the Interacting Elements List that results from a Joined check or a Join operation, we can use the Unjoin button (as 

indicated in the first image) and TL Solids will try to perform the Revit Unjoin Geometry operation between the checked joined elements. 
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In the second image we can see the result of the Unjoin operation in the model: the structural elements and walls once joined now have their geometries 

in clashing/intersecting status again. 

After an Unjoin operation, the Join operation becomes available. 
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Switch Join Order Operation 

 

In the first image we can see an example of a Join operation that did not end well. The structural columns are being cut by the intersecting floors, but we 

expected the other way around. 
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In the second image we have the result of the Join operation that ended up in the scenario we just described. Once we have a list of elements in the 

Interacting Elements List that results from a Joined check, Cut check, Join operation or Cut operation (more on this ahead), we can use the Switch Join 

Order button (as indicated in the second image) and TL Solids will try to perform the Revit Switch Join Order operation between the checked intersecting 

elements. 
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In the third image we can see the result of the Switch Join Order in the model: the structural columns are now cutting the geometry of the intersecting 

floors. 
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Allow/Disallow Join 

   

During Join operations involving Walls and Structural Framing elements, it is possible to automatically enable Revit’s “Allow Join” option (the one seen in 

the first image) for each end of each affected element. 

Also, during Unjoin operations involving Walls and Structural Framing elements, it is possible to automatically enable Revit’s “Disallow Join” option (the 

one seen in the second image) for each end of each affected element. 
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In the third image we have the result of a Joined check between wall elements. We want now to unjoin all those walls and, in the process, disallow the join 

in their ends. In order to achieve this, we can enable the Allow/Disallow Join toggle button (as indicated in the third image) and proceed to the Unjoin 

operation. 
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In the fourth image we can see the result of the operation: all walls now have their ends disconnected. 
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However, if we want now to join all those walls again and, in the process, allow the join in their ends, with the Allow/Disallow Join toggle button enabled, 

we can proceed to the Join operation (as seen in the fifth image). 
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In the sixth image we can see the result of the operation: all walls now have their ends connected again (if you wish to change the type of the join between 

these walls, please, take a look at the Change Walls Join Type topic in the TL Walls command guide. 
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Cut Operation 

 

In the first image we can see each of the 4 structural columns clashing/intersecting a respective architectural column, just like we have seen in the Check 

for Can Cut situation topic of the Interaction Checks section. 
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In the second image we have the result of a Can Cut check architectural columns and the structural columns in the model. Once we have a list of elements 

in the Interacting Elements List that results from a Can Cut check or an Uncut operation (more on this ahead), we can use the Cut button (as indicated in 

the second image) and TL Solids will try to perform the Revit Cut Geometry operation between the checked intersecting elements. 
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In the third image we see the result of the Cut operation in the model: we have hidden the structural columns so we can see that the architectural columns 

are now cut by their geometry. 

After a Cut operation, the Uncut and Switch Join Order operations become available. 
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Switch Join Order Operation on Cuts 

 

The Switch Join Order feature (as indicated again in the first image) applies to Cut geometries as well. 
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In the second image we can see the result of the Switch Join Order applied to the cut elements in the model: the architectural columns are now cutting the 

geometry of the structural columns (in the third image we have hidden the former to better visualize this). 
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Uncut Operation 

 

Once we have a list of elements in the Interacting Elements List that results from a Cut check or a Cut operation, we can use the Uncut button (as indicated 

in the first image) and TL Solids will try to perform the Revit Uncut Geometry operation between the checked elements. 
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In the second image we can see the result of the Uncut operation: the structural columns are now clashing/intersecting the columns again. 

After an Uncut operation, the Cut operation becomes available. 
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Split Faces on Cuts 

   

During Cut operations it is possible to automatically split the face of the cutting elements by the intersection with the cut elements, which is a native Revit 

manual feature. In the first image we can see the already known example of the clashing architectural column and structural column.  

In the second image we see the result of the manual cut operation with the split face feature enabled in Revit. 
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In the third image we have a list of architectural columns that can cut the listed structural columns. We want to cut the structural columns geometries but 

also split the faces of the architectural columns where the intersection occurs. In order to achieve this, we can enable the Split Faces toggle button (as 

indicated in the third image) and proceed to the Cut operation. 
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In the fourth image we can see the result of the operation: the architectural columns now have their intersecting face split by the intersecting section of the 

structural columns (we have hidden the structural columns to better visualize this). 
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OTHER TOOLS 

 

Align Patterns 

TL Solids offers a tool to align line based hatch patterns (parallel or cross Model surface patterns) of different elements.  

 

In the first image we have an example of floor patterns that could use the benefits from this tool. 
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To perform the alignment, we first need to retrieve and check all the elements that should have their patterns aligned into the Elements Retrieval List. In the 

second image we have retrieved the floors of the Kitchen and Balcony rooms. Then, we can click the Align Patterns button (the one indicated in the second 

image).  
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TL Solids will prompt us to select a planar face of a valid element (a Wall, a Ceiling, a Floor or a Part) with cross or parallel Model surface pattern (Drafting 

patterns are not supported) in the Revit active view and then, with this reference, will try to align the patterns of the checked elements in the Elements 

Retrieval List, as long as they share the same category with the picked element and present the same pattern type (lines in the same direction and rotation). 

In the third image we are selecting the top face of the floor of the living room as a reference to align the patterns of the listed floors. 
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Afterwards, the elements should have their patterns aligned, as we can see in the third image. 
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Export Interactions to a CSV file 

 

At any time, we can export a table with the current list of elements and their interactions to a .csv file. To do so, we just need to go to the menu Tools>Export 

to .CSV. 

To learn how to copy any content from a list of the application, please, refer to the TL List guide. 
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